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An important goal in audiology is to establish internationally standardized diagnostic tests that can
be applied and interpreted in the same way everywhere – an endeavor with severe limitations as
soon as speaker and language-specific considerations come into play. Speech intelligibility tests with
a closed-set design (i.e., a limited amount of response alternatives the test subject may choose from
in order to identify which speech item she or he has heard) have the advantage that they can be
performed in the native language of the respective test subject (if available) even if the test
conductor does not understand this language. Such a format therefore supports speech audiometric
testing in several languages which makes it attractive for a multilingual society. A prerequisite for a
multilingual application, however, is that the construction and the respective results of these closedset speech tests are as comparable across languages as possible. This calls for ICRA as an
international body of leading experts in this field to produce guidelines concerned with the
development of any new test of this kind in any new language. The current guidelines were therefore
agreed on by an ICRA working group on multilingual speech tests constituted by the authors of this
paper. The guidelines primarily concern the digit triplets test (as prototype for a screening test, see
below) and the matrix test (as prototype for an audiologic diagnostic test for professional use, see
below) but may also be used for other test designs. They complement the ISO 8253-3:2012 standard
“Acoustics- Audiometric test methods - Part 3: Speech audiometry” by considering in more detail the
steps necessary for developing a specific test in any new language.
The digit triplet test originally proposed by Smits and colleagues in Dutch (Smits et al.,2004) has
meanwhile been produced in about 15 languages, such as, e.g., British English, American English,
German, Spanish, Italian, Mandarin, Polish, Russian, and Spanish (see Zokoll et al 2012, 2013 for a
comprehensive review). It has primarily been designed for use as a screening test using a telephone:
A string of three digits is presented together with a background noise to the listener who has to press
the appropriate digits on the telephone keypad as a response. An adaptive tracking algorithm allows
altering the speech-to-noise ratio (SNR) according to the listener´s responses in such a way that the
individual speech recognition threshold (SRT, i.e. SNR corresponding to 50 (or 80) percent speech
intelligibility) is determined within a few trials. The matrix test – originally proposed by Hagerman
(1982) in Swedish and in a modified version by Wagener et al (1999a,b,c) in German - is intended as
an audiological diagnostic sentence recognition test consisting of syntactically fixed, but semantically
unpredictable sentences like “Thomas buys eight red cars”. For each of the five word positions (i.e.,
name, verb, numeral, adjective, and object), ten alternatives are available thus providing a “base
matrix” of fifty words. Each sentence is a random walk through this matrix, and a complete test list of
ten sentences contains each of these fifty words exactly once. The matrix test is by now available in

14 languages, including American English, British English, Dutch, German, French, Spanish, Turkish,
and Russian (see Kollmeier at al 2014, for an extensive review).
In order to maintain maximum comparability of test results from these tests across different
languages, the procedures and design principles for constructing, recording, optimizing, evaluating,
and validating the test in each respective language should be as closely matched as possible. To
enable the construction of such tests for any new languages in a way compatible to the existing
corpus of tests, the current set of recommendations listed in Table 1 should be followed as closely as
possible. These recommendations are based on the review of the existing tests of the digit triplet and
matrix tests as well as on the research experience from the members of the ICRA working group.
Even though not all existing tests exactly fulfill the specifications as indicated here, these
recommendations are the results of a consensus process within the ICRA group. The
recommendations for the digit triplet test and the matrix test listed in Table 1 should be self –
explanatory in combination with the review papers by Zokoll et al (2012) and Kollmeier et al (2014),
respectively. Nevertheless, the following remarks with respect to the different development steps
are given:
General construction: For each new language, the construction of the digit triplet and the matrix test
should be as close to the construction principle of the existing tests as possible. While the string of
digits for most languages considered so far does not pose a specific problem, the sentence
construction (order of the words) and possible dependencies between the words in the sentence
might cause language – specific difficulties. For example in Spanish, the inflection of the adjective
depends on the gender of the noun. Therefore only male nouns were selected to avoid changes in
pronunciation of the adjective. It should be verified that combinations across word groups do not
change the pronunciation of any word in a sentence (except for coarticulation effects at word
transitions).
Word selection: For the digit triplets the number of syllables for the digits from zero to nine needs to
be considered as it should be avoided that a certain digit can simply be recognized by its unique
number of syllables. This may reduce the number of digits to be actually used during the test. For the
matrix test, the number of syllables should be balanced within each word group. Since the matrix
test should also be usable for children (in its original form or in an abbreviated form with fewer
words per sentence and fewer options per word group, see Wagener, 2005), the words employed
should be as familiar as possible to the broad public, including children. The phoneme distribution of
the underlying language should be approximated as closely as possible by the base matrix. However,
the number of words and phonemes in the base matrix is usually large enough to maintain the
approximation of the phoneme statistic of the respective language automatically. Hence, the
alignment of the phoneme statistics primarily should ensure that major deviations in the phoneme
distribution of the base matrix are avoided.
Speaker: A speech recognition test usually aims at assessing the individual listener’s ability for
everyday communication situations rather than specifically addressing hearing impaired listeners or
an audience in front of a stage. Hence, the speaker to be selected for any new language should not
necessarily be a formally trained speaker with any extreme speech quality, but rather a normally
articulating, not necessarily formally trained, speaker with a dialect acceptable to the largest majority
of the respective language users. Nevertheless, the speaker must be able to control his/her
vocalization effort during the recording session of several hours. This should avoid a slow, but steady

deterioration of the speaker´s voice quality during the recording. An RMS control and equalization on
the sentence level is useful to adjust for any differences in vocalization effort across the recorded
material. This is important because the resynthesis procedure inevitably combines sentence portions
from different parts of the recording session. These resynthesized sentences should eventually sound
as natural as possible and should not contain any unnatural transitions in voice quality. While very
few tests have been recorded with a male speaker (e.g. German, Polish) for compatibility reasons
with other speech tests in the same language, in most languages a female speaker has been selected
as an “acoustic compromise” between male speech and children´s speech. Hence the
recommendation for any new language is to use a not specifically trained female speaker with a
neutral accent who is able to keep her vocal effort constant for a recording session of a few hours.

Recording: ISO 8253-3:2012 provides an up-to-date description of the requirements for recording
speech test materials which should be adhered to. In addition, it should be noted that the recorded
speech elements will have to be segmented appropriately and recombined/resynthesized for
producing the final test material which should sound as natural as possible.
For the digit triplets test, this involves the removal of the pauses between successive digits and the
introduction of pauses with a fixed duration during the resynthesis procedure. Recording each digit
separately for each of the three positions in the triplet achieves a natural prosody of the
resynthesized material. Moreover, an announcement phrase at a slightly higher SNR helps to direct
the subjects attention to the first digit presented (which may be of enhanced importance for low
SNRs). Some language-specific versions may deviate from these recommendations. RMS equalization
across recorded digits is not useful since the level varies considerably across digits even if they are
adjusted to be equally intelligible.
For the matrix test, at least 100 sentences should be recorded including all combinations of two
consecutive words to account for coarticulation effects at word transitions. That means that each of
the 50 words has 10 realizations. The recorded sentences are cut into single words preserving
coarticulation at the end of the cut word to the respective consecutive word but avoiding
coarticulation at the word beginning. Various test lists of ten sentences are generated so that each
test list contains all 50 words of the base matrix. Test sentences are resynthesised by combining
words with appropriate transitions. Since the cutting and resynthesis of the recorded sentences is an
effortful, language-dependent task, much work has to be invested into careful listening and quality
control by native experts for the respective language. This is required in order to achieve high quality
speech materials that are acceptable for both the patients and the professional audiologists and to
establish an appropriate basis for the subsequent optimization efforts.
Masking noise: Since the highest efficiency in (energetic) masking of the respective speech material
is obtained by a spectral match between the (average) target speech and the masker (Hochmuth et
al., 2014), a masking noise is recommended here which is produced by a random superposition of all
words of the respective corpus employing a random delay between successive repetitions of the
speech items to be added. A high amount of superposition results in a quasi-stationary noise that has
the same long term average spectrum as the target speech.
Optimization: The aim of the optimization is to achieve the highest possible homogeneity of the
intelligibility across the speech material employed. Therefore, at first the word-specific

discrimination functions have to be determined for all word realizations in the test with a group of
normally hearing native subjects. Based on measurements at fixed SNRs covering a broad range of
speech intelligibility for each word realization, an optimization of the speech test material can be
achieved by attenuating words of high intelligibility and amplifying words of low intelligibility within a
limited range. By shifting the respective discrimination function for each item as closely together as
possible, the spread of word-specific SRT-values is decreased which increases the slope of the
discrimination function for the test lists (according to the model by Kollmeier, 1990, reviewed by
Kollmeier et al., 2014). Note that either a 50%- or 80%-definition of the SRT at word level may be
employed for optimization, since, e.g., the triplet tests 80% point on a digit level is closer to the 50%
point targeted for triplet-scoring in the final test (cf. Smits & Houtgast, 2006). Also note that
separate optimization measurements and adjustments should be done for any alterations of the
original speech material, e.g., telephone version (cf. Figure 1 in Jansen et al., 2010).
Evaluation: Evaluation of the tests should be done with an independent set of normally hearing
listeners in order to assess the test list equivalence using the test lists generated within the
optimization process described above, and to provide normative data for the respective language.
Since the matrix test is known to have a significant training effect (e.g. Hagerman, 1984), this effect
should be quantified and reported together with the test results. In order to obtain stable results, at
least 2 lists of 20 sentences together should be used. In order to prove the equivalence of the test
lists, speech intelligibility should be measured for each test list at at least 2 SNRs corresponding to socalled pair of compromise (i.e. 20% and 80% intelligibility), which allows an efficient simultaneous
estimate of SRT and slope (Brand & Kollmeier, 2002). Fitting of a list-specific discrimination function
can be also performed based on the work by Wichmann&Hill (2001a,b).
Obtaining normative values for any new language can be performed in a very similar way as for the
existent tests in other languages. Note that most of the work using the matrix test has been reported
on assuming fifty percent word intelligibility as the target probability. However, ISO 8523-3:2012 and
clinical experience support the necessity to define the 80%-point on the discrimination function as
the threshold criterion. This would roughly correspond to a 50%-criterion if sentence scoring would
be applied (i.e. counting a response only as “correct” if all five words have been identified in a correct
way.) This requirement is of strategic importance for the test development in any new language since
most of the optimization and evaluation steps depend on the definition of a threshold criterion.
ICRA therefore recommends an 80 % word recognition threshold criterion as the preferred method,
but a 50 % word recognition threshold criterion can also be used as long as this is explicitly stated. It
is also recommended to report the standard errors on the SRT and slope estimates. Only then can a
fair comparison across psychometric curves of different tests be done. Note that the standard errors
decrease and hence the accuracy increases with increasing number of trials used for the estimate
(see Brand & Kollmeier 2002).
Validation: A cross-validation with existing tests and with the results from other languages and
laboratories is recommended with the aim to make the results across laboratories, clinics and
language regions as comparable as possible.

This set of recommendations will be made available to the scientific community via the ICRA website
in conjunction with the up-to-date list of language-specific tests that fulfill the recommendations as
well as the appropriate references.
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Table 1: Recommendations of the construction of multilingual speech tests

General
construction

Word selection

Digit Triplet test
• Three consecutive digits
between zero and nine in one
utterance
• Announcement phrase with
increased level with respect to
the triplets (up to 3 dB in order
to be audible for hearingimpaired listeners)
• Each test list contains each digit
three times at the respective
position in the triplet
• Balanced number of syllables
• Short announcement phrase (to
focus attention)

Speaker

•
•
•
•
•

Recording

•
•

Cutting

•
•

Resynthesis

•

•

Matrix test
• Base matrix of 50 words (10 names, 10
verbs, 10 numerals, 10 adjectives, 10
objects)
• Word-order language-specific
• All combinations of words must result
in grammatically correct sentences
• Word pronunciation should be equal
across all possible word combinations
in the sentence (except for
coarticulation between successive
words )
• Balanced number of syllables within
word groups
• Highly frequent words (frequency
dictionary), preferably familiar to
children
• Semantic neutrality of words and
sentences
• Language-specific phoneme
distribution

Natural intonation
Standard language pronunciation
Native speaker,not necessarily formally trained
Constant vocal effort
Average speech rate (200-350 syllables per minute, depending on language,
e.g. Russian 200 spm, Spanish 327 spm)
Equipment see standards partially implemented in the norm “Acoustics Audiometric test methods - Part 3: Speech audiometry” (ISO 8253-3:2012)
Each number at each position in
• 100 sentences accounting for cothe triplet to account for
articulation between words (each
intonation aspects
word recorded with each subsequent
Short pauses between digits
word)
Each digit at each position in the
• Preserve co-articulation at the end of
recorded triplet, omitting the
the word
pauses
Composition of triplets regarding • Generation of new test sentences by
triplet position of the digit during
recombining words with appropriate
the recording
co-articulation
add pauses (e.g., 160 ms)
• Each test list contains 10 sentences
between successive, individually
including all 50 words of base matrix
cut digits
• Each word realization should occur
equally often across all generated
sentences, facilitating the
determination of the word-specific
discrimination function
• Individual overlap-times of 0 to 300 ms
• Testing the naturalness of sound of
resynthesised sentences by native
listeners

Masking noise

•
•

Optimization

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluation 1:
Test list
equivalence

•

•
Evaluation 2:
•
Normative Data

•
•

•

Validation

•

Preferred: Generated by multiple superposition of all sentences (or all digit
triplets)
If generation from other noise, the same long-term spectrum as the speech
material has to be realized (use of appropriate filter)
Determined by speech intelligibility measurements at fixed SNRs, covering
range of 10% - 90% in speech intelligibility
Noise level at 65 dB (55 – 75 dB is acceptable)
Word scoring
At least 2 lists of 20 sentences as training required per subject prior to data
collection at an SNR of high intelligibility for Matrix test
Level adjustment of each word realization to reach mean SRT (50% or 80%
point, depending on target)
Level corrections limited to ±2-4 dB (language specific-> requires assessment of
adjustment limit with native listeners, Digit triplets test may use larger values )
Words may be eliminated if parameter SRT and slope of word-specific
discrimination function cannot be obtained within reasonable limits
Separate optimization for special test purposes (e.g., telephone version, or
processed speech material) may be performed
Measurements at fixed SNRs for
• Measurements at fixed SNRs for each
each test list (2 or 3 SNRs->
test list (2 or 3 SNRs-> corresponding
corresponding to about 20 and
to about 20 and 80% or 20,50,80%
80 % or 20,50,80 % correct
correct responses)
responses)
• Word scoring
Triplet scoring
• Appropriate training of subjects prior
to data collection (see optimization).
Adaptive 1up, 1 down method
• Adaptive procedure with word scoring
o fixed step size of 2 dB
according to Brand & Kollmeier,
*1)
o An initial SNR at a high level
2002 using double test list (two lists
of intelligibility should be
of 10 sentences)
chosen
• Noise level fixed, Speech level varies
o SRT estimated by averaging
o for SNR > 20 dB: change of noise
the SNRs from 5th trial to the
level, speech level fixed
last trial (plus next “virtual“ • Target probability 80% (word scoring)
SNR)
• Optional 50 % target probability (word
Broadband
scoring)
Optional: Telephone version
• Separate normative data for open- and
o Specification of Distortion &
closed-set version
Band limitation/ Codec
• Extent of training effect (using adaptive
o Separate validation/
procedure) should be reported
normative data
• Mean and Std.-Deviation between
Mean and Std. Deviation
Individuals and Test/Retest should be
between Individuals and
given
Test/Retest should be given

Multi-centre studies with normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners in
comparison to reference tests (Country-dependent)
*1) Specification: Generalization of the procedure by Hagerman and Kinnefors (1995). The level
change L is determined by the percentage obtained in the previous sentence prev, the target
percentage tar, the slope of the discrimination function slope, and a convergence function f(i) which
depends on the number i of the reversals

Using the following settings, the original procedure by Hagerman & Kinnefors is obtained:

The recommended settings proposed by Brand & Kollmeier (2002) for 50% are:
, slope =
However, using this setting the step size can decrease too with increasing number of reversals i.
Therefore, the authors recommend restricting the speed factor f(i) to a minimum value of 0.1.
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